
Company: Taiwan Semiconductor Ticker: TSM                              Price: $88.11 (02/24) Industry: Semiconductors 
Target Price: $106.68 
Stop Loss: $70.51 
52 Week High/Low: $59.43/$111.11 

TTM P/E: 13.62x 
Forward P/E: 15.34x 
EPS (22 FY): $6.47x 

Beta (5Y): 1.26 
Credit Rating: AA- (S&P) 
Rating Outlook: Stable 

Market Cap: 430.52B 
Div. Yield: 2.06% 
ROIC: 28% 

 

Company Background: 
Taiwan Semiconductor (TSM) is the largest chipmaker in the world. The semiconductor industry is forecasted to grow to 1.1 trillion by 2030. They are currently 1 0f 2 foundries in the 
world that possess the most advanced technology. TSM manufactures 50% of all semis worldwide. They have an annual capacity of 13 million equivalent wafers in 2021. The company is 
also currently building two fabs in Arizona after the Chips act was passed. TSM is a pure play foundry which exclusively produces integrated circuits and have no design capabilities. TSM 
has a stronghold in the industry with Q3 2022 controlling 59% of the industry revenue. TSM is well positioned with a ROIC of 28% and a dividend yield average of 2.5%.  
Industry Outlook: 
The semiconductor industry is poised for strong growth and will ride tailwinds of social and technological advancements. Companies continue to need and request for the most 
advanced technological advancements. This stems from the wave of 5G and the need for high powered computing. These areas are the biggest drivers of TSM revenue and will continue 
to push revenue and growth higher. The industry is cyclical in nature, but TSM is positioned well as they are on the edge of leading technology. Contract manufacturers together account 
for more than 60% of their total global foundry revenue. TSM largest customer is Apple which accounts for about ¼ of total revenue. Other customers include MediaTek, AMD, and 
Qualcomm. Even though some of these companies are competitors, the need for the best chip to produce the most advanced technology makes competitors rely on TSM for business. 
US customers account for 60% of revenue while Chin and Taiwan account for roughly 25%. When looking at the industry, we can see sustained need for the most advanced chips as tech 
companies strive to produce the best products possible. Semiconductors are used in phones, cameras, TV’s, refrigerators, healthcare, energy, transportation, and computing software. 
The need for chips will always be present as many industries and types of companies need chips to obtain the most advanced tech to date. TSM has this technology and will be able to 
provide semiconductors globally and at range.  
Investment Thesis: 
Taiwan semiconductor is the world largest chipmaker. No other company competes with them as far as market share and total revenue. TSM also has many technological advancements 
that push them way ahead of other semiconductor companies. The process of making chips is so advanced and TSM is only 1 0f 2 companies that can produce the most advanced chips 
at scale. The demand for these chips is also at large, as many companies need this technology for their new products. The growth of 5G and high-performance computing have made the 
demand for these chips excessive. Competitors give TSM business as well because TSM manufacturers chips without their name on them. They can sell their chip to any customer who 
needs to produce and sell them for future tech and product growth. 
Investment Risks: 
Taiwan semiconductor is at risk with many geopolitical tensions. The stock would trade much higher if investors weren’t as concerned over an invasion of Taiwan. The increasing 
tensions between the US and China also cause uncertainty for the company. There have been sanctions made on China that also scare investors away posing a threat to operations. 
Another risk to TSM are trade controls. Some trade has been banned and China banned TSM to sell chips to a large part of their past revenue (Huawei). There are also many customer 
concentrations for TSM. They hold about 70% of their revenue in their top 10 customers. If one customer was to leave them then they will lose a chunk of that revenue. Lastly, the 
cyclicality of the industry poses a threat as when the economy is bad for semiconductors, revenue will most likely decrease and impact the company as a whole.  
3-5 takeaway’s from last quarter investor call transcript: 

• Strong 2022 growth as technology position enabled the industry megatrends of 5G and HPC  
• 5-nanometer nodes contributed 32% of revenue in the fourth quarter, 7-nanometer nodes accounted for 22% 
• Every product platform had Y/Y growth. HPC and 5G led this movement, IOT and automotive also increased 
• Gross margins increased 8 percentage points to 59.6% stemming from favorable exchange rate, cost improvements, and capacity utilization  
• Operating margin increased 8.6% to 49.5%  
• Large capex of 32-36B in future, based off of strong demand for the most advanced cutting-edge technology 

 

DCF Valuation: Total Return (%) & ESG:  

     TSM Nasdaq SPY 

YTD 18.63% 7.25% 3.95% 

5 Years 104.21% 50.38% 40.04% 

 

 

 


